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Project Description 
The dual-bell nozzle (fig. 1) is an altitude-compensating 
nozzle that has an inner contour consisting of two over-
lapped bells. At low altitudes, the dual-bell nozzle oper-
ates in mode 1, only utilizing the smaller, first bell of 
the nozzle. In mode 1, the nozzle flow separates from 
the wall at the inflection point between the two bell 
contours. As the vehicle reaches higher altitudes, the 
dual-bell nozzle flow transitions to mode 2, to flow full 
into the second, larger bell. This dual-mode operation 
allows near optimal expansion at two altitudes, enabling 
a higher mission average specific impulse (Isp) relative 
to that of a conventional, single-bell nozzle. Dual-bell 
nozzles have been studied analytically and subscale 
nozzle tests have been completed.1 This higher mis-
sion averaged Isp can provide up to a 5% increase2 in 
payload to orbit for existing launch vehicles. The next 
important step for the dual-bell nozzle is to confirm 
its potential in a relevant flight environment. Toward 
this end, NASA Marshall Space Flight Center (MSFC) 
and Armstrong Flight Research Center (AFRC) have 
been working to develop a subscale, hot-fire, dual-bell 
nozzle test article for flight testing on AFRC’s F15-D 
flight test bed (figs. 2 and 3). Flight test data demon-
strating a dual-bell ability to control the mode transition 
and result in a sufficient increase in a rocket’s mission 
averaged Isp should help convince the launch service 
providers that the dual-bell nozzle would provide  
a return on the required investment to bring a dual-bell 
into flight operation. The Game Changing Department 
provided 0.2 FTE to ER42 for this effort in 2014.
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Figure 1: Front and isometric view of a dual-bell nozzle.

Figure 2: F-15 with the PFTF.

Figure 3: Aft end view of the PFTF with dual-bell installed.
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Anticipated Benefits

The benefit of the larger dual-bell, multiyear task will 
be a dual-bell nozzle design that is capable of being 
controlled to the degree that launch vehicle systems 
require. Launch vehicle guidance, navigation, and con-
trol (GN&C) requires exacting and direct control over 
the thrust performance of rocket engines. Dual-bell  
nozzles in their simplest form, just the two bell contours, 
would likely not produce sufficiently predictable thrust 
versus altitude because the transition from mode 1 to 
mode 2 will be affected by the variation of vehicle base 
pressure, among other things. This multiyear task will 
develop methods to enable explicit control over the 
mode transition, thereby providing the launch vehicle 
GN&C the necessary control over the rocket engine’s 
delivered thrust. 

Potential Applications

A dual-bell nozzle, in theory, would provide benefit 
for rocket-powered vehicles, such as launch vehicles, 
that experience large changes in ambient pressure. In 
addition, dual-bell nozzles can be used for weapons 
systems that have high thrust requirements for launch, 
requiring high main chamber pressure, but then need 
efficient propulsion at much lower chamber pressures 
while loitering. 

Notable Accomplishments 
With the 0.2 FTE provided by the Game Changing 
Project, Mr. Ruf was able to continue working with 
his AFRC counterparts to size the dual-bell nozzle 
flight test article and develop an approach to create the 
large changes in nozzle pressure ratios. A short sum-
mary of the 2014 work completed is provided here.  
A fuller description of the 2014 work can be found in 
an AIAA paper3 and a companion NASA TM.4 First,  
a representative Space Transportation System trajectory 
was used to explain how a dual-bell could be integrated 
into a launch vehicle system and where the Isp benefits 
were gained. The expected methods for controlling the 
mode transition during ascent were explained. The first 
flight test article’s (a cold flow test article) throat diam-
eter was sized via a trades study on mass flow rates, 
thrust derived, and test run time. The objective was to 
size the test article to enable testing at both the MSFC 
Nozzle Test Facility (NTF) and on the F-15D flying test 
bed. The nozzle area ratio of the two bell nozzles were 

sized to fit within the NTF’s altitude simulation capa-
bility and the flight envelope of the F-15D while still 
retaining traceability to a full-scale, dual-bell nozzle.  
A testing protocol for the test article’s chamber pressure 
was then developed to simulate the changes in the noz-
zle pressure ratio of a launch vehicle trajectory in the  
4 to 6 s of test time available on the F-15D flights. These 
forced nozzle pressure ratio changes on the flight test 
will be required to show that the dual-bell nozzle transi-
tions can be controlled during a launch vehicle accent.
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